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WHISPERS FROM WALMINGTON…
DIRECTING DAD’S ARMY ON THE
WESTCLIFF STAGE

Last week Dad’s Army creator Jimmy Perry, 90, agreed to a cinematic of the
British classic sitcom, on the condition he doesn’t have to have any role in
the production. With more than 80 episodes and three stage shows under his
belt… he had it easy.
Returning to my folding director’s chair, three years after my directing debut
of Agatha Christie’s And Then There Were None, was a difficult decision to
make. With a wonderful team supporting me last time (including co-director
Timi Ariyo, who treads the boards tonight) I had to think long and hard about
directing another production, and how the experience would match up.
Suffice it to say this has been on another scale.
Directing Dad’s Army was a dream opportunity for me, allowing us to put on
a humble homage to the British giant that dominated the 1960s. Although
the subject matter is so distant to many of us, the appeal is universal, with
reruns still to be seen on a Sunday night on the BBC. I still vividly remember
seeing my first episode of Dad’s Army with my grandfather and, although
generations apart, we were bought together by the fantastic characters,
wonderful writing and good hearted comedy.
Tonight I hope that a cast of 17 and 18 year olds will be able to transport you
back to the days of the Second World War. The studio audiences laughed in
1968 and nearly 50 years on we hope that you will laugh along with us.
Thank you.
Richard Wells (Director)
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THE REAL HOME GUARD
On 14th May, 1940, the Government broadcast a message asking
for volunteers for the LDV (Local Defence Volunteers). On 23rd
August, 1940, Winston Churchill changed the name of the LDV
to the Home Guard.
The government was expecting 150,000 men to volunteer for
the Home Guard. Within the first month, 750,000 men had
volunteered, and by the end of June, 1940, the total number of
volunteers was over one million.
The Home Guard was formed when there was a real risk of
invasion. Most men who could fight were already in the forces,
those that were left were either too young, too old, or in reserved
occupations (those jobs vital to the war effort). The men who
volunteered to join the Home Guard at this time were expected
to fight an invasion of crack German troops with nothing more
than a collection of old shotguns and pieces of gas pipe with
bayonets welded on the end! The Home Guard was eventually
issued with more conventional weapons, but even these had
their problems.
Fortunately the invasion never came and the men never saw
active service against the German Military Machine.
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EPISODES

MUSIC

The Godiva Affair (aired 6/12/1974)
As the town is still £2,000 short of the sum it requires for the
purchase of a Spitfire, the platoon decide to drum up support
by performing a morris dance at the fund-raising carnival. It is
the identity of the Lady Godiva figure, however, that ends up
grabbing the most people’s attention.

The show’s theme tune, “Who do You Think You are Kidding, Mr.
Hitler?” was Jimmy Perry’s idea, intended as a gentle pastiche of
wartime songs. It was the only pastiche in the series, the other
music, like our song choice for tonight, being contemporary to
the 1940s.

The Deadly Attachment (aired 31/10/1973)
Mainwaring’s men have been detailed to guard a captured
German U-boat crew until a military escort arrives. When the
escort is delayed, the platoon must house them in the church
hall overnight. It turns out to be a trying time; with the German
U-Boat captain posing a defiant leader who expects only the
finest fish and chips and lets it be known that he is in possession
of… ‘the list’.
INTERVAL
Never Too Old (aired: 13/11/1977)
In the final episode of Dad’s Army, Corporal Jones has a certain
spring in his step, we soon find out it is because he is in love with
a particular Mrs Fox. The wedding goes off without a hitch but
the reception is interrupted as the platoon is put on full invasion
alert.
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Track Listing
Who do You Think You are Kidding, Mr. Hitler?– Bud Flanagan
Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree – The Andrews Sisters
The Teddy Bear’s Picnic – Henry Hall
The King is Still in London – Billy Cotton
It’s a Hap-Hap-Happy Day – Arthur Askey
I Came, I saw, I Conga’d – Nat Gonella
Tiggerty Boo – Joe Loss
Whistle While you Work – Billy Cotton
I’ve Got My Eyes on You – Ambrose and his Orchestra
Adolf – Billy Cotton
Run Rabbit Run – Ambrose and his Orchestra
Follow the White Line – Arthur Riscoe
Bless ‘Em All – Billy Cotton
Wish Me Luck (As You Wave Me Goodbye) – Gracie Fields
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REHEARSAL PHOTOGRAPHS
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CAST
Walmington-on-Sea Home Guard:
Captain George Mainwaring – James Lamb
Sergeant Arthur Wilson – Harvey Moldon
Lance-Corporal Jack Jones – Jon Tothill
Private Frank Pike – James Snell
Private James Frazer – Leo Connell
Private Charles Godfrey – Tom Mann
Private Joe Walker – Timi Ariyo
Private Cheeseman – Henri de Lausun
Private Hancock – Alex Read
Recurring characters:
Mrs Fox – Kirsty Hickey
U-Boat Captain – Henri de Lausun
Mrs Pike – Rebecca Kelsey
Warden Hodges – Angus Easener
Vicar – Luke Barratt-Bentley
Mr. Yeatman – George Ablett
Dolly Godfrey/Waitress – Anna Rayner
Mr Gordon/Colonel Pritchard – Alex Read
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CREATIVE TEAM

DAD’S
ARMY

Director – Richard Wells
Design – Ed Grimble
– Richard Wells
Sound Design – Dan Bard
Lighting Design – Sam Thomas
Costume Design – Amy Matthews
– Mrs E. Marlow
Technicians – Matt Clark
– Peter Banfield
Stage Manager – Ed Grimble
Drill Instruction – Mr Bleakley
Programme Design – Zac Turner
Production Carpenter – Mr G. Marlow
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James Lamb – Captain James Mainwaring
James’ first performance on the Westcliff
stage was Henry V for Year 8 House Drama.
James’ second performance will be Dad’s
Army. Ever since watching Blackadder
Goes Forth several years back, James
has wanted to act in a Westcliff comedy.
Having built up the courage, he joined
drama as a Wednesday Activity this term
and has not regretted it, not in the slightest
(well, maybe a little as the jitters arrive).

Harvey Moldon – Sergeant Arthur Wilson
Harvey is a newcomer to Westcliff this
year, having only recently joined the
Sixth Form. Originally he hailed from
Greensward Academy, where he was
involved in productions there such as the
award-winning League of Exceptionally
Ordinary Gentlemen. The role of Sergeant
Wilson marks quite a different one to the
more exaggerated kind in Greensward
shows, but it is one that Harvey has
enjoyed playing, and thinks it is perfect for
his Westcliff debut.
Jon Tothill – Lance-Corporal Jack Jones
This is John’s first major production at
Westcliff, where tonight he plays the part
of Corporal Jones. He enjoys assuming this
rather bumbling role, and in particular he
relishes the numerous malapropisms that
can be found in the script. Last year, John
took part in Mr Allan-Smith’s evening, In
Search of Arthur Miller. But prior to this his
main involvement in School theatre life has
been a musical one, having played in the
pits for both Sweeney Todd and Grease.
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James Snell – Private Frank Pike
This is James’ first performance on the
Westcliff stage proper, after the customary
theatrical apprenticeship in Year 8 House
Drama. He did not forget his lines then, and
hopes the same will can be said of tonight.
Outside of the little Wednesday afternoon
bubble, James enjoys eating, arguing and
respiration.

Leo Connell – Private James Frazer
Leo has been a mainstay of the Westcliff
stage during his years at the school. Leo
has previously appeared on the Westcliff
stage in The History Boys and 1984. Leo
works for Outloud Productions in Leigh
teaching drama. Dad’s Army will be Leo’s
last play at Westcliff. He hopes to go on
to study English Literature with a view to
writing drama.

Tom Mann – Private Charles Godfrey
This is Tom’s first major production at WHSB
and he is playing the part of Godfrey. He
thoroughly enjoys this part and is looking
forward to opening night. He is a member
of the School’s Barbershop Quartet and
last year he performed in Mr Allan-Smith’s
A Gothic Tale.
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Timi Ariyo – Private James Walker

Timi is a familiar face on the Westcliff Stage
and has been a part of plays such as Love on
the Dole, The History Boys, Nineteen Eightyfour and most recently Little Shop of Horrors.
Timi has also been involved in other aspects of
Westcliff drama, such as And Then There Were
None, which he co-directed with Richard
Wells. In his production Timi plays Sergeant
Walker and has thoroughly enjoyed portraying
the character. Timi is certain the performance
shall be an entertaining for all in the audience.
Tonight is Timi’s last performance at Westcliff
and he will greatly miss the stage.

Kirsty Hickey – Mrs Fox

This is Kirsty’s second production at Westcliff.
However, she is no stranger to the stage. Kirsty
has performed in local amateur shows in the
area and is a member of Leigh Operatic and
Dramatic Society. Kirsty has appeared in the
original cast of the smash hit musical, Billy
Elliot, in the West End as Alison Summers and
returned a year later to play Angela Robson.
She was then cast as Bielke in Fiddler on the
Roof at the Savoy Theatre (London). Kirsty is
looking forward to taking the stage with the
cast and will perform for the last time on the
Westcliff stage.

Henri de Lausun – U-Boat Captain/Private
Cheeseman
Dad’s Army has been one of Henri’s favourite
Westcliff productions. It is therefore a sad
notion that tonight he takes to the stage in
what will be his final performance at Westcliff.
He has appeared in numerous productions
including the title role in Sweeney Todd and
Banquo in Macbeth, as well as directing his
own production of Little Shop of Horrors back
in March. He also enjoys a life of rich amateur
dramatics outside of school and hopes to train
in performance art, after which, a hopefully
prosperous career awaits.
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Rebecca Kelsey – Mrs Pike
This will be Rebecca’s third performance
on the Westcliff stage proper, having first
appeared in Nevermore and then in 1984.
Rebecca is looking forward to showing
off a more lighthearted character in her
performance tonight.

Angus Easener – Warden Hodges
Angus Easener, Year 12, is familiar to the
stage, taking part in numerous productions
both in and out of school, including an
abridged version of Wicked, Sweeney Todd,
and the school’s most recent production,
Little Shop of Horrors. Angus is a keen
musician, using a variety of instruments and
recently achieved a merit grade in his grade
6 singing exam. He is studying Computing,
English Literature, German and Psychology
at A-level, but intends to pursue further
studies and a career in acting.

Luke Barratt-Bentley – Vicar
Luke joined the sixth form in 2012 and has
since made numerous appearances on the
Westcliff stage. Luke was in last year’s Sixth
Form production of Nevermore, he played
Syme in the production of 1984 and most
recently he played Seymour in the school’s
musical Little Shop of Horrors. In this year’s
productions of Dad’s Army, Luke plays the
character of the Vicar and a Nazi which he
thoroughly enjoys.
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George Ablett – Mr Yeatman
George has performed on the Westcliff
stage in the 2012 production of Peter
Pan when he played Starky, one of the
pirates. He also performed in Macbeth as
Seyton, one of the three witches and one
of the three murderers. In this production
George plays the Verger. Although this is a
minor role he enjoys playing the character
as it is one of his favourites in the original
series. George is a member of the Westcliff
Sinfonia, has performed in the Chamber
Recitals and played in the orchestra for
Sweeney Todd
Anna Rayner – Dolly Godfrey/Waitress
Anna is enjoying her first performance for
WHSB, playing various supporting roles.
Prior to this she has performed with groups
outside of school and this included playing
Talullah in Bugsy Malone and Chiffon in
Little Shop of Horrors.

Alex Read – Mr Gordon/Colonel Pritchard/
Private Sponge
Whilst it’s not quite the West End, Alex
makes his first debut on the Westcliff stage
in this production of Dad’s Army. Having
not performed in any plays since joining
the school in Year Seven, he decided it
would be best to participate now in order
to fully embrace everything Westcliff has to
offer before he leaves in a few short years.
Also, it’s not too bad to put on a UCAS
reference if you want to demonstrate good
teamwork.
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CREATIVE TEAM

Director – Richard Wells
Design – Ed Grimble
– Richard Wells
Sound Design – Dan Bard
Lighting Design – Sam Thomas
Costume Design – Amy Matthews
		
– Mrs E. Marlow
Technicians – Matt Clark
		
– Peter Banfield
Stage Manager – Ed Grimble
Drill Instruction – Mr Bleakley
Programme Design – Zac Turner
Shows change, casts come and go, but Westcliff’s resident
backstage, sound, and lighting crew soldier on. As always, Sam
Thomas, Matt Clark, Peter Banfield and Dan Bard have helped
set up the technical aspects of tonight’s performance, and Zac
Turner has managed photography and design.
Pulling the strings (quite literally…) backstage, and generally
rushing about with a notebook in hand, is Ed Grimble who stage
manages the production.
Amy Matthews has also sourced the period costumes, and
stepped up to apply enough foundation to the cast so as to
make them vaguely presentable…
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Programme by Zac Turner

